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Abstract 
We present the analysis of electron transport processes in partially ionized plasmas with account for electron inelastic collisions 
with atoms and molecules leading to excitation of their internal degrees of freedom. The full set of scalar, vector and tensorial 
transport equations for electrons is obtained and the expressions for electron transport coefficients such as the viscosity, thermal 
and electrical conductivity coefficients and the coefficient of electron inelastic losses are derived using the generalized moment 
method. Special attention is paid to analysis of electron scalar transport properties and the expressions for the difference between 
the electron and heavy particles temperatures as well as nonequilibrium corrections to electron ionization/recombination rates are 
obtained. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the National Research Nuclear University MEPhI (Moscow Engineering 
Physics Institute)  
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1. Introduction 
One of the key elements in modeling of the low-temperature plasma used for various technological applications 
is the analysis of electron transport processes since they determine the current and energy balance of the discharge. 
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The low-temperature plasma comprises a substantial amount of neutral particles, atoms and molecules, their internal 
degrees of freedom being actively excited during the collisions with plasma electrons. The presence of additional 
electron and heavy plasma particles interaction channels including ionization/recombination reactions must lead to 
modification of the electron transport equations and the expressions for the electron diffusion, thermal and electrical 
conductivity and viscosity coefficients. Thus investigation of the role that the electron inelastic collisions play in 
determination of the electronic transport coefficients is of significant interest. 
Electron transport processes in gases and plasma were extensively investigated over the last decades both in 
theory and experiment. Most of theoretical works on this subject are primarily devoted to analysis of electron scalar 
transport properties since electron energy relaxation and chemical reactions rates in plasma are usually of interest. 
The usual approach to the problem is employing the Davydov technique to solve the Boltzmann equation for 
electrons using the two-terms expansion of the electron distribution function [Hagelaar et al. (2005)]. Although this 
approach is very fruitful in obtaining the expressions for electron scalar transport properties in molecular and atomic 
reactive plasmas it doesn’t allow direct construction of general electron transport equations, which could be used for 
fluid simulations in such plasma media. In this paper we develop an alternative approach to the problem using the 
Grad’s moment method and present the scalar, vector and tensorial transport equations and transport coefficients for 
electrons for a special case of partially ionized weakly non-isothermal plasma with account of inelastic electron 
collisions and electron impact ionization and ion-electron recombination reactions. These preliminary results could 
be used as a first step for further analysis of electron transport properties in plasma media with stronger 
nonequilibrium. 
2. General formulation of the problem 
To obtain expressions for the electron transport coefficients we start from the generalized Boltzmann equation for 
electrons [Alexeev et al. (1994)]: 
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where ( ), ,e e ef f r v t= G G is the electron distribution function, me, evG  are the electron mass and velocity, respectively, e 
is the elementary electric charge, E
G
 and B
G
 are the electric and magnetic fields, Jjl is the electron binary collision 
integral in the Wang Chang and Uhlenbeck form [Wang-Chang and Uhlenbeck (1951)]: 
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where jfβ  is the distribution function for the particles of specie ȕ in the j-th internal state, jsβ is the degeneracy of 
the j-th internal state of the particles of specie ȕ, eg v vβ= −G G  is the relative velocity of electrons and the particles of 
specie ȕ, ( ), ,e j l gβσ χ  is the differential scattering cross-section for collisions of electrons and particles of specie ȕ 
leading to change of the internal state of the latter ones, dȍ is the elementary solid angle. Primes serve to denote the 
quantities after the particle collision. The integral reJ  in Eq. (1) is the electron reactive collision integral, which is 
related in the present paper to electron impact ionization of plasma neutrals and the inverse process of three-body 
ion-electron recombination. In writing the specific expression for reJ  we employ the results of Ref. [Ludwig and 
Heil (1960)] and use the following expression: 
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where Wion and Wrec are the probabilities of electron impact ionization of plasma neutrals and three-body ion-
electron recombination, respectively, 3 3 3 3 31 1d V d v d v d v d vi e e a′ ′ ′= , 3 3 3 3 32 1d V d v d v d v d va e i e′ ′= , and «e», «i» and «a» denote 
electrons, ions and neutrals, correspondingly. 
To obtain an approximate solution to Eq. (1) we need to make some assumptions related to plasma equilibrium 
and characteristic rates of electron collisions with the other plasma particles. We will consider weakly 
nonequilibrium plasma states when the distribution function for particles of an arbitrary plasma specie can be 
represented as 
( ) ( )0 1f fα α α= + ϕ ,  (4) 
where ( )0fα  is the equilibrium distribution function and ĳĮ is the small correction (|ĳĮ| << 1). We will also assume 
that collisions of plasma particles satisfy the following hierarchy of characteristic times: 
~ rot vib elτ τ << τ < τ << θ ,  (5) 
where Ĳ, Ĳrot, Ĳvib, Ĳel are the characteristic time scales for electron elastic collisions, collisions related to excitation of 
the rotational, vibrational and electronic particles degrees of freedom of molecules and atoms, respectively, and ș is 
the characteristic time scale of the problem. Since we consider ionization/recombination reactions we also have to 
introduce the characteristic time of these reactions Ĳr into the hierarchy (5). For ionization and recombination 
collisions of electrons the following estimate is usually satisfied: 
~ rot vib el rτ τ << τ < τ < τ .  (6) 
Below we will consider two cases: A) ~rτ θ , which implies that plasma is strongly chemically nonequilibrium, and 
B)  Ĳr << ș, which means that plasma weakly deviates from chemical equilibrium. Inequalities (5)-(6) can be cast 
into the equivalent form relating characteristic linear scales of the processes (or mean free paths Ȝ, Ȝrot, Ȝvib, Ȝel, Ȝr 
related to corresponding physical and chemical processes) to the characteristic linear scale of the problem L.  
The equilibrium electron distribution function ( )0ef can be obtained from Eq. (1) in the zeroth order approximation 
in the small parameter /Kn L= λ (or the Knudsen number). Both cases A and B yield the following expression for 
( )0
ef : 
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,  (7) 
where ne is the electron density, Ȗe = me/(kT), me is the electron mass, T is the plasma temperature and e ec v u= −G G G  is 
the electron velocity with respect to the plasma macroscopic mass averaged velocity uG . 
To obtain the small correction ĳe in relation (4) we employ the Grad’s moment method and expand ĳe in series of 
orthogonal tensorial Hermite polynomials as follows: 
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where ımn is the normalization factor, ( ),mnea r tG is the moment of the distribution function fe, r1,r2,…,rm represent the 
Cartesian indices, mneH is the tensorial Hermite polynomial, 1/2e e ecξ = γ
G G
 is the dimensionless electron velocity and 
summation over repeated Latin indices is assumed. Below for simplicity we will employ the so called 17N-moments  
approximation (N is the number of plasma species) when only the moments having the explicit physical 
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interpretation are retained in the expansion of the distribution function of plasma particles. In case of electrons, the 
distribution function  fe can be represented as follows [Zhdanov (2002)] 
( ) ( ) ( )0 2 2 21 3 53 5 2 3e e e e ers rse e e e e e e e e er es ee e
E h cf f c w c c c c c
kT p p
§ ·Δ ⋅ γ π δ§ ·
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G GG G
. (9) 
Here ( )( )3 / 2e eE k T TΔ = −  represents the deviation of the electron translational energy from its equilibrium value, 
3
e e e ew f c d c= ³G G  is the electron diffusion velocity, ( ) ( )2 3/ 2 5 / 2e e e e e e e e eh m f c c d c q p w= = −³G G G G  is the electron reduced heat 
flux, ( )( )2 3/ 3ers e e er es rs e em f c c c d cπ = − δ³  is the electron viscous stress tensor and įrs is the Kronecker delta. We note that 
the factor ( )/eE kTΔ in the second term in Eq. (9), which is absent for isothermal plasma, is related to slow energy 
exchange between electrons and heavy plasma particles.  
Substituting Eqs. (7) and (8) in Eq. (1) and obtaining the scalar products of the resulting equation with the 
tensorial Hermite polynomials we finally obtain the systems of electron transport equations, which are presented and 
briefly discussed below for a partially ionized three-component plasma. 
3. Scalar transport equations 
The system of scalar transport equations for electrons resulting from Eq. (1) is as follows: 
e
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+ ∇ ⋅ + ∇ ⋅ =G G ,  (10) 
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Here 3 2re e e ion a i rec i eS J d c k n n k n n= = −³  is the reaction rate for electrons (kion and krec are the ionization and 
recombination constants defined on full distribution functions for plasma particles, correspondingly), intVc and 
int 3 / 2V Vc c k= +  are the internal and total specific heats of  plasma at constant pressure, respectively, n is the total 
density of plasma particles, caε  and aε  are the chemical and mean internal energy of plasma neutrals, Sa is the 
reaction rate for plasma neutrals, jG and *EG  is the electric current and the effective electric field in plasma, Qe is the 
volumetric heat source related to ionization/recombination reactions in plasma, 3 / 2tr trE E kTα αΔ = −  and 
int intE E kTα α αΔ = − ε  are, correspondingly, the deviation of the translational and internal energy of the heavy particles 
of species Į from their equilibrium values, the coefficients treaν , inteaν , treiν  represent the collision frequencies between 
the particles of species α  and β  within the accuracy of dimensionless factors, and įcl (l=0,1) is used to distinguish 
cases of strong (case A, l=0) or weak (case B, l=1) deviation of plasma from chemical equilibrium. 
Solution of Eq. (11), which is omitted here, yields the following expression for the difference between the 
electron and heavy particles temperatures: 
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where ( )1 12 /E e e e
e
m m
− −β β ββ≠
τ = δ τ¦  is the characteristic frequency of energy relaxation between electrons and heavy 
plasma particles, mȕ is the mass of the heavy plasma particles of species ȕ, and įeȕ is the coefficient of inelastic 
losses related to electron energy loss in inelastic collisions with atoms and molecules. As one can see, Eq. (12) 
represents the natural physical result, i.e. plasma non-isothermality is sustained by Ohmic heating, non-zero 
compressibility of plasma and heat generated by chemical reactions in plasma. 
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The expression for įeȕ obtained in the present work is as follows: 
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,  (13) 
where ǻEȕ is the difference in the internal energy of particles of species β  after and before the inelastic collision, 
/ec c kTβζ = −G G , <…>eȕ is the integral operator (its explicit expression is omitted here for brevity) and 11eβΩ  is the so 
called ȍ-integral of the kinetic theory. 
The presence of the isotropic scalar term related to ǻEe in Eq. (9) leads to appearance of nonequilibrium 
corrections in the expression for the electron reaction rate Se, i.e. ( )0e e eS S S= + Δ , where ( )
0
eS  is the equilibrium 
electron reaction  rate and ( )e eS T TΔ ∝ −  is the nonequilibrium correction to ( )0eS  related to plasma non-
isothermality. 
Direct evaluation of the right hand side of Eq. (10) with account for the relation (12) shows that the expression 
for the nonequilibrium correction eSΔ  can be represented as  
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(14) 
4. Vector and tensorial transport equations 
The systems of the linearized vector and tensorial transport equations for plasma electrons are as follows: 
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Here ( )e e epd p n e E u B= ∇ + + ×G G GG , /e eeB mω =
 
is the cyclotron frequency of electrons, and the coefficients mnneeC ′  are 
related to electron-plasma particles collision frequencies, both elastic and inelastic. The latter include electron 
collisions with molecules bringing about excitation of their rotational and vibrational levels and collisions of 
electrons with atoms and molecules causing changes in their electronic state.  
Solution of Eqs. (15), (16) with respect to the diffusion velocity, reduced heat flux and viscous stress tensor of 
electrons in unmagnetized plasma yields the following expressions for these quantities 
*
e e en ew E T= − = σ + ϕ∇j
GG
,     
2
*5 5
2 2
e e e
e e e
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q T E
e e
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,     ers e rsWπ = −η , (17) 
where the electrical conductivity, ı, thermoelectric, ĳ and ȥ, thermal conductivity, Ȝe, and viscosity, Șe,  coefficients 
have the form that is completely identical to the form obtained by Devoto (1967). For example we present the 
expression for the electrical conductivity coefficient 
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where the coefficients nlq  have the structure that completely coincides with the structure of the corresponding 
matrix elements obtained by Devoto (1967). However, despite this similarity, expressions for the vector and 
tensorial electron transport coefficients obtained in the present study additionally contain contributions from 
inelastic electron collisions, which enter in the transport relations through the coefficients mnneeC ′ . As an example of 
this contribution, we present the expression for the matrix element q11 
11 2 22 11 12 13254 8 5
4e ee e e e ee
q n n nβ β β ββ≠
§ ·
= Ω + Ω − Ω + Ω¦ ¨ ¸© ¹ , (19) 
where 22eeΩ is the regular ȍ-integral related to electron-electron collisions and 1neβΩ
 
(n=1,2,3) are the generalized ȍ-
integrals related to electron-heavy particles collisions: 
1 1 2 2 1
, .
cosn n n ne e el
e
−β β β
′Ω = Ω + ζ − ζ ζ χ .  (20) 
Here 1
, .
n
e elβΩ is the regular ȍ-integral for elastic electron collisions, and the second term represents the contribution 
from inelastic electron collisions. 
5. Conclusions 
We presented the system of scalar, vector and tensorial transport equations for electrons in partially ionized 
reactive plasmas derived ab initio from the Boltzmann equation using the generalized moment method. We 
employed these equations to obtain the expressions for transport fluxes and the corresponding transport coefficients 
of electrons, such as the viscosity, thermal and electrical conductivity coefficients and the coefficient of electron 
inelastic losses. Another result of the present study is obtaining of nonequilibrium corrections to electron 
ionization/recombination rates. Further development of the obtained results will require accounting for stronger 
deviation of plasma from thermodynamic equilibrium. 
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